Mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) have become widely used for common mental disorders (CMDs) but the state of the evidence has not been sufficiently investigated. The aims for this study were: (1) to quantify the effect size of MBIs for CMDs in the acute phase; (2) to explore moderator variables; and (3) to evaluate the evidence status of MBIs for the CMDs it has been tried for. A comprehensive systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) were conducted. RCTs that evaluated MBI and included patients with a primary manifest CMD was included. Methodological quality, the risk of bias, publication bias and evidence status were assessed. Literature searches gave 2448 hits and 19 studies were included. MBIs were more effective than no treatment (g = 1.07) and treatment-as-usual (g = 0.40) but not in comparison to placebo (g = 0.17) or other active treatments (g = −0.01). Methodological quality was negatively correlated with outcome. For all psychiatric disorders it has been tested, MBIs were judged to have weak or no empirical support. The conclusion of the study is that the evidence-base for MBIs for CMDs in the acute phase is weak.
Introduction
During the last 20 years, research on mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) as a potential treatment for several common mental health problems has increased substantially (Baer, 2003; Brown et al. 2007; Ludwig & Kabat-Zinn, 2008) . Originally developed for coping with the stress of chronic illness (Kabat-Zinn, 1996) , MBIs have also shown to be an effective relapse treatment for depression (Teasdale et al. 2000; Segal et al. 2010; Williams et al. 2014 ), a common mental disorder (CMD). MBIs could potentially be a promising treatment for other CMDs also in the acute phase, which has been suggested, e.g. by Kearney et al. (2013) , Koszycki et al. (2007) and McManus et al. (2012) . In line with this, there now seems to be a growing trend within regular healthcare to implement and offer MBIs as a treatment to patients with common mental disorders (CMDs) such as depression and anxiety disorders (e.g., Plank, 2010; Demarzo et al. 2015a; Dimidjian & Segal, 2015) .
Given that MBIs have gained popularity and considering the large burden of disease caused by psychiatric disorders (Degenhardt et al. 2013) , it is important to establish the empirical support for MBIs in the treatment of CMDs in the acute phase. Several meta-analyses and literature reviews have been published in the last decade evaluating the effect of MBIs on psychiatric and somatic ill-health (e.g., Hofmann, Sawyer, Witt, & Oh, 2010; Chiesa & Serretti, 2011; Piet & Hougaard, 2011; Vollestad, Nielsen, & Nielsen, 2012; Khoury et al. 2013; Goyal et al. 2014; Strauss, Cavanagh, Oliver, & Pettman, 2014; Demarzo et al. 2015b ). Although results have been somewhat mixed, several meta-analyses have concluded that MBIs are a promising treatment for reducing anxiety, stress and preventing depressive relapse (e.g., Hofmann et al. 2010; Piet & Hougaard, 2011; Vollestad et al. 2012; Khoury et al. 2013; Goyal et al. 2014) . However, to our knowledge, no study has previously been published that investigated the aggregated effect of MBIs as a stand-alone treatment of CMDs in the acute phase (i.e., not as a relapse prevention). Also, the methodology used in previous meta-analyses has not yet permitted this question to be adequately addressed. Firstly, a number of them have included studies in which the samples have not been patients with a psychiatric disorder as the principal problem. More specifically, a majority of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) in this field have studied the effect of MBIs on symptoms of stress, sleep problems, anxiety or depression in patients with somatic disorders (e.g., Lengacher et al. 2009; Gross et al. 2010; Bränström, Kvillemo, & Moskowitz, 2012; Bower et al. 2015) or have included patients based on self-reported symptoms without using reliable instruments to assess the target disorder in the recruitment phase (e.g., Biegel, Brown, Shapiro, & Schubert, 2009; Delgado et al. 2010; Black et al. 2015) . Secondly, no previous meta-analysis, except one by Strauss et al. (2014) , has investigated the effect of MBIs as a stand-alone treatment for psychiatric disorders where all forms of MBIs have been included. The previous meta-analysis by Strauss et al. (2014) however only included studies evaluating MBIs for depressive-and anxiety disorders, thus excluding studies evaluating the effect on for example insomnia and adjustment disorder. Some meta-analyses have focused solely on mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR; e.g. Grossman, Niemann, Schmidt, & Walach, 2004) or mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT; e.g., Chiesa & Serretti, 2011; Galante, Iribarren, & Pearce, 2013; Lenz et al. 2016) , excluding studies evaluating other MBIs. Other meta-analyses have had the opposite limitation, i.e. the isolated effect of MBIs could not be determined due to the inclusion of other meditation interventions in addition to mindfulness (e.g., Vollestad et al. 2012; Goyal et al. 2014) . Thirdly, most previous meta-analyses specifically evaluating the effect of MBCT (Chiesa & Serretti, 2011; Piet & Hougaard, 2011; Galante et al. 2013) have investigated prevention of relapse in depression with the notable exception of Lenz et al. (2016) ; who concluded that MBCT was effective in reducing symptoms of acute depression. However, it remains unclear if other MBIs are effective in reducing depressive symptoms in a clinically manifest disorder in the acute phase. Lastly, to the best of our knowledge, there is only one previous meta-analysis (Goyal et al. 2014 ) that has evaluated MBIs against stringent and recognized criteria for evidence-based treatments.
To address the limitations in the previous literature, we conducted a comprehensive systematic review and meta-analysis of MBIs for manifest common psychiatric disorders in the acute phase (i.e., prevention studies and studies evaluating relapse prevention were not included), with the following objectives: (1) to quantify the size of the treatment effect; (2) to explore moderator variables contributing to the treatment effect; and (3) to evaluate the evidence status of MBIs for the different psychiatric disorders it has been tried for. Outcome measures were symptoms of the respective principal disorder. We compared MBIs with waitlist control, no-treatment control, placebo and active psychological and pharmacological treatments. Only RCTs were included. The study is reported following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines (Moher et al. 2009 ).
Method

Literature search
Studies were identified using PubMed, Cinahl, Scopus, Psychinfo, and Cochrane databases from when first available until February 1, 2016. We used the search terms mindful*, MBSR, MBCT, either combined with the terms random* or restricted to clinical trials and RCTs, and restricted to the English language where applicable. We did not include search terms pertaining to the targeted disorders (e.g., anxiety and depression*), thus accepting a high number of articles to read to minimize the risk of missing relevant studies. Search strings were formulated separately for each database in free text. Subject headings or MeSH-terms were used where applicable. Reference lists of published meta-analyses and reviews were also screened to identify potential studies of relevance. See online Other Supplementary Material (OSM), Figure OSM1 for an example of a full search strategy. Table 1 displays the criteria that studies had to meet to be included and Figure 1 displays the flowchart of the selection process. After removal of duplicates, the first author screened all titles and abstracts. Studies that were clearly irrelevant were excluded and those who were potentially relevant were retrieved in full text and assessed for eligibility. In ambiguous cases, attempts were made to contact the authors of the study in question. Cases, where it was uncertain if inclusion criteria were met, were resolved by discussion with the co-authors.
Study selection
Data extraction process
Data regarding study background variables were extracted regarding research design (e.g., control condition and length of follow-up), sample (e.g., mean age, % attrition, % decliners and % comorbidity) and intervention (e.g., length of intervention, therapist quality and therapy format). Variables were extracted as continuous (e.g., length of follow-up, per cent women and mean age) or categorical (e.g., control condition, disorder and country) as applicable. Means and standard deviations (S.D.) of outcome measures at pre-, post and follow-up (when available) were extracted for meta-analytical calculations. We also coded several variables of the study as potential moderator variables, based on the literature in the field. A full list of the variables extracted is presented in the OSM (online Table OSM1 ). The data were extracted from each study independently by the first author. Any uncertainties were discussed with the last author and contact attempts were made to obtain and confirm data from investigators when needed.
Methodological quality
Various scales have been developed to assess methodological quality in an RCT, e.g. the Jadad criteria (Jadad et al. 1996) . However, these scales are usually restricted to a few items rated as present, absent or unclear, leading to a small range of scores. Consequently, this makes it difficult to discern a relationship between methodological quality and effect size. In the present study, we used the Psychotherapy Outcome Study Methodology Rating Form by Öst (2008) which contains 22 items and has a total score ranging 0-44. This instrument has previously been used in meta-analyses evaluating the efficacy of ACT (Öst, 2008, 2014) and cognitive behavioural treatments for OCD (Öst et al. 2015, 2016) . It is a valid measure of study quality as demonstrated by significant correlation with risk-of-bias ratings (Öst et al. 2015) .
To assess the inter-rater reliability of the scale in the present review, the first author received 6 h of training in the use of the scale by the last author with various outcome studies as training examples. The first author then rated all the studies and a random selection of 20% of the studies was independently rated by the second author who had received the same amount of training in using the instrument. The intra-class correlation for the total score was 0.88, and the kappa coefficients on the individual items varied between 0.84 and 0.97, with a mean of 0.90, indicating a high inter-rater reliability.
Risk of bias ratings
To assess possible risk of bias, each included study was also assessed using the criteria proposed by the Cochrane
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collaboration (Higgins et al. 2011) . Five dimensions were assessed: risk of selection bias due to the method of generating the randomization sequence, the risk of selection bias in terms of allocation concealment, detection bias in terms of blinding of outcome assessors, attrition bias due to incomplete outcome data and reporting bias due to selective reporting of results. Each dimension was rated as low risk, unclear or high risk, where the alternative 'unclear' was used only when there was no data to assess the quality criterion in the original study. The scoring was 0 for low risk, 0.5 for unclear, and 1 for high risk, yielding a range of 0-5 for the risk of bias ratings. For studies using self-report measures, the criterion of blinding of outcome assessors was judged as high risk. Risk of bias ratings was analysed as a potential moderator of treatment effect.
Assessment of evidence status
To assess the evidence status of MBIs for the respective psychiatric disorders, we applied the evidence criteria for empirically supported treatments (ESTs) developed by the American Psychological Association (APA) Division 12 (Chambless et al. 1998) using the most recent revision (Southam-Gerow & Prinstein, 2014) . The rationale for using the APA criteria rather than any other system (e.g., Balshem et al. 2011) , in assessing the evidence is that the former is developed especially for evaluating psychological treatments, and contains distinct rating criteria which minimize a subjective evaluation of the evidence. To summarize this process for evaluating evidence; each study is first assessed regarding five different methodological criteria (study design, the definition of an independent variable, clear description of the population, outcome measures and analysis adequacy). The treatment is thereafter classified into one out of four categories with respect to evidence status. For each category or level of evidence, specific criteria are used (for a full description of the criteria, see Southam-Gerow & Prinstein, 2014) . Treatments can be defined as being well-established (indicating strong research support), probably efficacious (indicating modest research support), possibly efficacious (indicating weak research support), experimental (indicating no research support) or of controversial efficacy. For a treatment to be judged as well-established, probably efficacious or possibly efficacious, the classification must be based on original studies fulfilling all five methodological criteria.
Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis software (CMA, version 3 for Windows). For each study, the main outcome measure assessing symptom reduction of the targeted disorder was extracted. Effect sizes were calculated as Hedges' g; that is the difference in means between the MBI-and control condition was divided by the pooled S.D., corrected for small sample size, separately for post-and follow-up assessments (Hedges, 1982) . 
Population and conditions of interest
Paediatric and adult populations where participants themselves applied for treatment; diagnosed with a common psychiatric diagnosis; defined as any of the following conditions: depression, recurrent depression, anxiety disorder, insomnia, adjustment disorder, exhaustion disorder/burnout syndrome. If a diagnostic procedure was not used in the inclusion process, the participant had to score above a target cutoff score (M + 2 S.D.) on a validated symptom scale targeting the disorder in question as inclusion criterion Healthy individuals; participants with self-reported symptoms; participants with previous depression who were currently in remission, participants with alcohol-or substance use disorders, severe psychiatric disorders (e.g., bipolar disorder, psychosis or eating disorders) or neuropsychiatric diagnosis (ADHD, autism, neurodevelopmental disorders); patients with a somatic disorder/chronic illness and secondary psychiatric symptoms; participants with caregiver stress; studies were diagnosed participants were excluded; studies were participants had not themselves applied for treatment Intervention Structured mindfulness meditation programs that followed predetermined curricula (e.g., MBSR, MBCT and other MBIs).
That is, different types of MBIs were accepted, as long as the main core of the treatment were attention training; characterized by intentional and non-judgmental observation of present moment experiences, including bodily sensations, feelings, thoughts, and external stimuli from the environment Studies where mindfulness meditation was not the foundation and most of the intervention, including DBT and ACT; studies where the mindfulness intervention was given remotely or only by internet, video or audio (e.g., telephone or smartphone) to an individual without the involvement of a meditation teacher physically present; studies which also included interventions above mindfulness (e.g., MBCT in combination with a specified antidepressant medication) Community or university settings studying a healthy population ACT, acceptance and commitment therapy; DBT, dialectical behavioural therapy; MBCT, mindfulness-based cognitive therapy; MBSR, mindfulness-based stress reduction; RCTs, randomized clinical trials. a We excluded articles with no original data (reviews, editorials and comments), studies published in abstract form only, and dissertations.
Comparisons of interest
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Before pooling effect sizes we screened for statistical outliers, which was defined as being outside M + 2 S.D. Outliers (2.2%) were then reduced to the exact value of M + 2 S.D. by winsorising (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001) . In the between-group effects analysis, which was the main analysis, we used scores on the primary outcome measure in the MBI condition compared with the control condition(s). Within-group effects were calculated using pre-and post-or follow-up data for the MBI condition and all comparison conditions. Assessment of heterogeneity was calculated using I 2 , which is the proportion of variance due to true heterogeneity, and Cochran's Q, which tests if that heterogeneity is statistically significant. Publication bias was assessed using Egger's regression intercept (Egger et al. 1997 ) and Duval & Tweedie's trim-and-fill-method (Duval & Tweedie, 2000) . Subgroup-and meta-regression analyses were conducted to assess whether different category-and continuous variables were related to the effect size. To ensure the validity of the subgroup-and meta-regression analyses, they were conducted only on variables in which ⩾75% of the studies had available data. The full list of pre-specified moderator variables is presented in online Table OSM2 in the OSM.
Results
Systematic review
Included studies
The literature search resulted in a total of 4222 articles, which after excluding duplicates and non-English articles was reduced to 2448 articles. Titles and abstracts of these studies were screened, and after removal of 2301 irrelevant studies, 147 full-text articles were retrieved. These were reviewed in detail, and 128 were excluded as they did not meet eligibility criteria. A total of 19 studies were thus included in the systematic review and meta-analysis. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the inclusion of studies in the current meta-analysis, with details for the exclusion of trials. All excluded studies with the reason for exclusion are found in the online Appendix.
Characteristics of included studies
The characteristics of the included RCTs regarding background and intervention characteristics are summarized in Tables 2 and  3 , respectively. The total number of participants in the 19 included studies were N = 1291, with the sample size varying from 26 to 116. The proportion of participants declining participation in the study, either not giving informed consent after being offered to participate, or doing so but not showing up for the first session, was reported in all but one study and varied from 0 to 43.6% with a mean of 16.7%. The attrition rate (participating in at least the first session but stopping before completing the agreed-upon number of sessions) was reported in 17 of 19 studies, and varied between 1.4 and 23.3%, with a mean of 12.1%. The disorders under study were depression (n = 5), post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (n = 4), social anxiety disorder (n = 3), generalized anxiety disorder (n = 2), insomnia (n = 2), hypochondriasis (n = 1) and elevated stress (n = 1). Mean participant age ranged from 21.8 (S.D. = 2.69) to 78.1 (S.D. = 2.98) with an average of 44.7, and the average proportion of women were 50%. The evaluated MBIs included MBSR, MBCT, mindful awareness practice (MAP), brief mindfulness training (BMT) and body-scan mindfulness meditation (MM). Comparison conditions included no-treatment control, waitlist control, treatment-as-usual (TAU), placebo, antidepressant medication, cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT), mindfulness-based CBT (a combination of mindfulness and CBT components), biofeedback and aerobic exercise. The number of comparison conditions within each study ranged from one to three.
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Methodological quality
The average score on the scale of methodological quality (Öst, 2008) was 19.16 (S.D. = 5.18), ranging from 10 to 28. The items yielding the lowest scores were 'Checks for treatment adherence' (only four studies reported acceptable data, i.e. one out of maximum two points); and 'Checks for therapist competence' (only three studies reported acceptable data). Moreover, blinded assessors of outcome measures were used in nine of 19 studies, but none of these studies reported testing of blindness. The majority of the studies included (11 of 19) had only one therapist meaning that there was a complete confounding of the therapist and treatment effects. None of the remaining eight studies which had more than one therapist analysed the therapist factor as a moderator of effect. In sum, results of ratings of methodological study quality suggest that the internal validity was low in many of the included RCTs.
Risk of bias
Only two studies ( where only three studies had high (n = 2) or unclear (n = 1) risk of bias. See online Table OSM11 in the OSM for results on risk of bias in each study and online Figure OSM2 for the averaged risk of bias in the included studies.
Meta-analysis results
Attrition
The dropout rate for the different treatment conditions ranged between 2.2% for the waitlist conditions and 9.2% for the placebo groups, with a dropout rate for MBI groups of 7.8% [95% confidence interval (CI 5.7-10.7)]. A subgroup analysis showed that the difference in attrition between study conditions was nonsignificant [Q between (4) = 3.71, p = 0.45]. See online Table OSM4 in the OSM for a description of dropout rate for the different treatment conditions in the included studies.
Between-group comparisons of treatment effect Figure 2 displays the forest plot of the standardized betweengroup effect sizes (Hedges' g) of MBI studies. Results of analyses at post-treatment are presented in Table 4 with effect sizes, 95% CIs and heterogeneity estimates. As can be seen from Table 4 , the effect size across all comparison conditions was small and significant. MBIs were significantly more effective than waitlist control, but not more effective than placebo or other active treatments. The effect size was large compared with waiting-list control and small for all other comparisons. Seven studies reported data at follow-up (ranging from 1.5 to 12 months), with an overall effect size (MBIs v. all comparisons; which included placebo, TAU and other treatments) of g = 0.16. A full description of results of follow-up analyses is presented in online Table OSM5 in the OSM. For a description of post-treatment Fig. 2 . Between-group effect sizes (Hedges' g).
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effect sizes stratified by psychiatric disorder, see Table 5 . As shown in Table 5 , MBIs showed a significant between-group effect at post-treatment in the treatment of depression (g = 0.40), but not for any of the other disorders.
Moderator analyses
Meta-regression analyses of continuous variables showed two significant moderators of the effect size. Methodological quality was negatively related to outcome (z = −2.51, p = 0.012), i.e. the lower methodological quality of the study the larger the effect. Treatment duration was positively related to outcome (z = 2.33, p = 0.020), i.e., more treatment weeks yielded a higher treatment effect. No other continuous variables (i.e., number of patients, mean age, per cent females, the risk of bias, per cent decliners, number of sessions, total hours of treatment, treatment intensity or attrition) were significant moderators. Subgroup analyses did not result in any significant category variables moderating the outcome. See online Tables OSM6 and OSM7 in the OSM for complete results of meta-regression and subgroups analyses respectively, including comparisons between disorders.
Within-group effect sizes
Within-group effect sizes for MBIs and all control conditions are summarized in online Table OSM7 in the OSM. A significant effect of a moderate magnitude was found for all included comparisons (g = 0.69). For MBIs, the effect size at post-treatment was large (g = 0.98). Placebo (g = 0.61), TAU (g = 0.27) and other active treatments (g = 0.74), with a subgroup of cognitive behavioural treatments (g = 1.20), also showed significant effect sizes ranging from small (TAU) to large (CBT) at post-treatment. Results at follow-up indicated a lasting effect for all control conditions but not for MBIs, where a small deterioration was observed (g = 0.87). Due to the low proportion of studies contributing with follow-up data, we recalculated the post-treatment within-group effect including only the studies that contributed with both post-and follow-up data, to get a more valid test of the long-term effects. The new modified estimated within-group effect sizes for MBIs were g = 0.77 (z = 8.57, p < 0.0001) at posttreatment and g = 0.87 (z = 7.00, p < 0.001) at follow-up, thus indicating a small improvement.
Publication bias
Publication bias analysis using Egger's regression intercept method (Egger et al. 1997) was not significant (t = 0.95), but Duval & Tweedie's (2000) trim-and-fill method suggested four trimmed studies. Results from publication bias analysis and a funnel plot for MBIs v. all comparisons are found in online Table OSM8 and Figure OSM3 in the OSM.
Evaluation of the evidence base of MBIs
The RCTs on MBIs for the different psychiatric disorders are summarized in relation to the criteria for ESTs in Table 6 . For one disorder, hypochondriasis (health anxiety), for which there was only one study (McManus et al. 2012) , the MBI was judged to be possibly efficacious (level 3, corresponding to weak research support). This was because that study fulfilled all five of the method criteria and demonstrated MBI to be superior to treatmentas-usual. For all other psychiatric disorders evaluated in this meta-analysis (depression, PTSD, generalized anxiety disorder, social anxiety disorder, elevated stress and insomnia) no study fulfilled all methodological criteria and the research support for MBIs must, therefore, be judged as experimental (level 4; corresponding to no research support) for these disorders. The most common shortcomings in the studies were lack of clear description of the population (criterion 3) and lack of reliable and valid outcome measures (criterion 4).
Discussion
The aims of this systematic review and meta-analysis were: (1) to quantify the size of effect of MBIs for common psychiatric disorders in the acute phase;
(2) to explore moderator variables contributing to the treatment effect; and (3) to evaluate the evidence status of MBIs for the psychiatric disorders it has been tried for. The results showed that the average effect size for MBIs across all comparison conditions was small (g = 0.28) and that it was only significantly superior to non-active control conditions. Moderator analyses showed that lower study quality and longer treatment duration were related to larger effect sizes. Furthermore, subgroup analyses revealed that depression was the only disorder for which the effects were significant. Assessment of the evidence status showed that MBIs are to be considered experimental for all included psychiatric populations except for hypochondriasis (health anxiety), for which MBI was classified as a possibly efficacious treatment. The evidence base for MBIs can be concluded as weak, and MBIs can, thus, not yet be regarded as an evidence-based treatment for common psychiatric disorders. k, number of comparisons; WLC, waitlist control; NTC, no treatment control; TAU, treatment-as-usual; Tx, treatment. A positive g-value means that the first treatment in the comparison is more effective and a negative that the second is more effective. a p < 0.05, b p < 0.01, c p < 0.001.
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Regarding the first aim, our meta-analysis showed MBIs to be superior to no treatment, waitlist control or treatment-as-usual, but not significantly more effective than placebo or other active treatments. The observed effect size was negative (g = −0.33) for MBIs when compared with CBT, which is the psychological treatment with strongest empirical support for common psychiatric disorders (National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2011; American Psychological Association, 2016). However, this effect was not significant and the wide CI indicates the low precision of the effect estimate. This means that although it cannot be concluded that MBIs is inferior to CBT, at the same time one cannot regard MBIs as non-inferior to CBT; i.e. there is no support for the notion that MBIs yields equal or comparable treatment effect as CBT for common psychiatric disorders. This stands in contrasts to some clinical studies, e.g. a recent study by Sundqvist et al. (2015), which compared mindfulness group therapy to treatment-as-usual (where 76% in the latter group received individual CBT, on average six sessions) in a primary care context.
One aspect that warrants commenting is whether our approach to aggregating effects for different MBIs across several CMDs confers the risk of diluting effects for highly effective specific MBIs for specific CMDs. The methodology of aggregating across disorders has previously been used in meta-analyses both for MBIs (e.g., Hofmann et al. 2010 and Khoury et al. 2013 ) and for CBT (i.e., Shapiro & Shapiro, 1982; Wampold et al. 1997 and Weisz et al., 1995) . To provide a full picture we have also reported effect sizes for each specific disorder (Table 5) , and it should be noted that the well-researched MBCT and MBSR were the clearly most common forms of MBIs. It should also be acknowledged that there was some variation in observed effect sizes between disorders. The only disorder where there was a significant effect of MBIs was depression, which might suggest that MBIs could be k, number of comparisons; Q b , Q between subgroups; GAD, generalized anxiety disorder; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; SAD, social anxiety disorder.
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Maria Hedman-Lagerlöf et al. more suitable for depression than the other disorders investigated in the present meta-analysis. However, as there were so few studies conducted for most specific disorders (three or fewer RCTs for all conditions except depression and PTSD), the non-significant effect sizes for most conditions is probably also related to low power, and as can be read from Table 5 , there was considerable uncertainty around the effect estimates.
Concerning the second aim of the study, moderator analyses revealed that study quality and treatment length were significant moderators of treatment effect. The finding that methodological quality is a negative predictor of effect means that studies of lower quality tended to show larger effect sizes. It is therefore likely that the overall effect size observed for MBIs against all comparison conditions (g = 0.28) is somewhat overestimated because this estimate includes studies of low methodological quality. Moreover, this has important implications when assessing the evidence status for any given treatment: if a large proportion of the studies are of low methodological quality, the results may not be a valid indicator of whether the treatment is effective as systematic bias may contribute to the observed effect. For a treatment to be regarded as wellestablished one must also show that it is more effective than placebo, or equally effective to another well-established treatment.
Only demonstrating superiority to waitlist, no-treatment or treatment-as-usual is not sufficient. When it comes to the other significant moderator of treatment effect, i.e. that treatment length was a positive predictor, it should be noted that the available data did not allow us to draw any conclusions regarding the optimal number of sessions. Out of the 19 studies included in the meta-analysis, 16 (all of them MBSR or MBCT programs) used eight or nine sessions. Hence, there is a restriction of range making an estimation of dose-response relationship uninformative. However, it can be of interest to note that when excluding the studies with <8 sessions the overall ES was g = 0.35 ( p = 0.003), as compared with g = 0.28 ( p = 0.007) when including all studies.
The third aim of the study was to evaluate MBIs against criteria for evidence-based treatment for the disorders for which it has been tested. Results show that for all but one disorder, MBIs can be regarded as an experimental treatment, i.e. there is no research support for the efficacy of MBIs for the psychiatric disorders evaluated. The exception was hypochondriasis, where the research support was judged as possibly efficacious. The evaluation of MBIs as lacking empirical support is generally due to methodological shortcomings in the existing studies. Important and commonly occurring limitations noted in this meta-analysis were: (a) low reliability in procedures for assessing psychiatric diagnoses, i.e. reliable diagnostic instruments were often not used and inter-rater-reliability estimates not reported; (b) lack of checks for treatment adherence and therapist competence; (c) lack of blinded outcome assessors; and (d) the use of only one therapist.
Results in relation to earlier meta-analyses and RCTs
Compared with previously published meta-analyses and reviews evaluating MBIs, the results from the current meta-analysis are on the conservative side; contrasting several of those who have found MBIs to be a promising treatment with increasing research support (e.g., Khoury et al. 2013 and Demarzo et al. 2015b) .
One possible explanation for this is that the present metaanalysis differs from the previous ones (with the exception of Strauss et al. 2014) , in that we only included RCTs investigating populations with a manifest psychiatric disorder as a principal diagnosis. This was because our aim was to assess the effects and the evidence of MBIs in the treatment of common psychiatric disorders in the acute phase. A consequence of using this perspective was also that the outcome measures used in our analyses differed somewhat from those in many previously published trials of MBIs where generic measures, such as quality of life, often have been used. We, however, regarded it to be important to assess the effect of MBIs of core symptoms of CMDs, not least because several researchers and theorists have argued that MBIs ought to have positive effects on symptoms of several psychiatric disorders, e.g. social anxiety disorder, hypochondriasis and PTSD (Koszycki et al. 2007; Asmaee Majid et al. 2012; Kearney et al. 2013 ).
Although we consider quality of life to be an important outcome in any psychological treatment (not least as disorder-specific symptoms may remain high while quality of life improves) it was not possible to include such data in the present meta-analysis because only 26% of the studies reported outcomes related to quality of life.
Further, to be included in the present meta-analysis we required that the individual studies reported outcomes for each patient group separately if the studies included more than one (e.g., studies testing MBIs for depression and anxiety disorders). This is the reason why the previously mentioned study by Sundquist et al. (2015) was not included in our meta-analysis, as it included patients with several different diagnoses and analysed them as one group. If several diagnoses are analysed together, it is not possible to determine for which of the disorders MBIs is effective. In total five studies were excluded for this reason (see online Appendix in the OSM).
To the best of our knowledge, only one previous meta-analysis (Goyal et al. 2014 ) has evaluated MBIs against criteria for evidencebased treatments. The results from our meta-analysis, at least partly, contradict the conclusions drawn in the study by Goyal et al. where mindfulness meditation programmes were found to have moderate evidence regarding improved anxiety and depression, and low evidence for improving stress/distress (Goyal et al. 2014) . There are several possible explanations for these different conclusions. Firstly, Goyal et al. did not focus solely on psychiatric conditions but included studies where the participants had a primary somatic condition/disorder (e.g., HIV, cancer and chronic pain) and where part of the outcomes measured were secondary psychiatric problems (e.g., symptoms of anxiety, depression or stress). Also, it should be noted that the present analysis concerns depression in the acute phase, and not the prevention of relapse, where previous metaanalyses (e.g., Galante et al. 2013; Goyal et al. 2014 and Hougaard, 2011) have shown MBCT to be effective. Furthermore, apart from research design (where RCTs are ranked as the highest quality), the evidence criteria applied by Goyal et al. do not take methodological quality into account when grading the evidence (for a review of these criteria, see Owens et al. 2010 ). As noted above, the criteria developed by the APA task force specifically target several methodological aspects (as described in the methodological criteria, M.1-M.5) that are of great importance when reviewing psychological treatment studies. Also, as the APA criteria are well accepted and widely used within clinical psychological research, we consider it a reasonable choice as this enables comparisons of the evidence base for MBIs with that of other well-established psychological treatments.
Implications for clinical practice
Whether MBIs is effective for CMDs should be of interest for decision-makers in the healthcare system, as they are responsible for offering evidence-based care for both mild and heterogeneous
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forms of psychiatric ill-health, but also clinically manifest psychiatric disorders. Lack of knowledge on this topic could potentially lead to the risk of patients with CMDs not getting access to effective treatment, i.e. if MBIs would show to be effective in the treatment of CMDs in the acute phase. The conclusion from this systematic review and meta-analysis is, however, that the available scientific evidence for MBIs in the treatment of acute phases of CMDs varies from low (for hypochondriasis) to no research support (depression, GAD, social anxiety disorder, PTSD, panic disorder, insomnia and elevated stress). Thus, it is not evidence-based care to offer MBIs as a firsthand treatment for CMDs, as there are other treatments that are considered well-established treatments that should be offered, in line with existing guidelines (National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2011; National Institutes of Health).
Implications for future research
In light of the methodological pitfalls that was evident in many of the included RCTs, the following recommendations can be made for future studies: (1) Use reliable and valid inclusion procedures in order to generate results that are generalizable to patients with the disorder in question. (2) In studies including patients with different psychiatric disorders, it is vital that the results are presented separately per diagnosis, in order to enable estimation of treatment effect on the patients' principal disorder.
(3) Future studies should use active comparisons, e.g. placebo or well-established treatments, and have samples of sufficient size in order to be able to demonstrate non-inferiority, (4) It is of great importance to delineate the treatment protocol in such a detail that the reader could fully understand how the treatment was delivered and to enable replication, (5) In order to determine whether the treatment was delivered according to protocol, future studies should regularly and systematically measure therapist competence and adherence.
Strengths and limitations
Important strengths of the present systematic review and metaanalyses are the comprehensive literature search and the thorough assessment of study quality, the risk of bias and of the evidence status. A specific strength was that we both calculated the aggregated effects across all disorders, and also conducted disorderspecific evidence assessment. This means that potential differences in effects of MBIs for different disorders could be detected. Limitations are that we were not able to conduct moderator analyses on all variables, due to the paucity of available data on these variables. It would have been preferred if all disorders could have been compared across all available comparison groups (i.e., WLC, TAU, placebo and active treatments including CBT and pharmacological treatment), but this was not possible due to the low number of studies included. Furthermore, the choice to exclude studies in other languages than the English infers the risk that we missed studies possibly eligible for inclusion.
Conclusion
We conclude that the evidence basis for MBIs in the treatment of CMDs in the acute phase is weak and that it should not be used as a first-hand treatment option. This systematic review and meta-analysis have important implications for treatment guidelines concerning MBIs.
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